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Small food stores
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Commonly used food source in 
areas without supermarkets

Few healthy foods available 
Snacks, candy, sugary beverages 

abundant

Morland, Am J Prev Med, 2002;  Bower, Prev Med, 2013; Sharkey, Journal of Nutrition, 2008



Small store interventions and customer 
behavior
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• Increased availability of healthier foods
• Increased sales and customer purchasing frequency

Healthy stores interventions

• Perceived low customer demand
• Low profitability
• Space or equipment constraints
• Shelf life, spoilage

Barriers to stocking healthy foods

Gittelsohn et al., Prev Chronic Dis, 2012; Ayala et al., Public Health Nutr, 2012; Bodor et al, Public Health Nutr, 2008; 
Martin et al. Public Health Nutr, 2012



Gap…

} The existence, form and potential impact of agreements 
between manufacturers/distributors and small food stores 
is largely unknown

} Importantly, this topic has been well-explored for tobacco



Convenience store 



Example of contract with cigarette company

Meet sales volume

Meet minimum shelf space requirements

Use designated displays

Place products near register

Benefits to retailers

• Slotting fees/payments
• Free or discounted products
• Free shelving, displays, marketing 

materials

Benefits to cigarette company

• Ensures prime placement of products 
and marketing 

• Ensures retailer purchases/sells 
certain amount of product

• Requires ads and promotions be 
displayed

Feighery et al, . Tobacco Control. 2003



Study aim
Understand the role of food and beverage distributors in 
the sourcing and marketing of five product categories in 
small food stores, in particular, the arrangements they have 
with these stores

Confectionary

Savory snacks

Sweet snacks

Sugary beverages

Frozen  treats



Methods: Store & retailer eligibility criteria

• Convenience stores/grocery stores in study area
• Non-chain / not corporate managed
• 3 or fewer cash registers

Store eligibility

Owner/manager at least 18 years of age
One year of experience within the store
Negotiated purchase agreements with sales reps, 
distributors and wholesalers on behalf of the approached 
store only

Retailer eligibility (n=72)



Methods: Data collection
Dates:

• October 2013 to July 2014

Multi-site:
• Baltimore, MD; Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN;

Durham, NC; and San Diego, CA

Mixed-methods:
• 72 semi-structured interviews with store owners/managers + store observations

Interview guide:
• Developed following several conference calls between investigators, students, and staff. 
• Adapted from previous work and revised through an iterative process of group 

feedback and discussion.

Trainings:
• Attended by team members and RAs via conference call using common training 

materials & protocols to ensure standardization across sites.



Results presentations

• Formal and informal agreements between small 
food outlets and food and beverage distributors: 
Store owner perspectives from four cities 

Qualitative results

• Identifying patterns in agreements between small 
food stores and food distributors: How do 
product importance and profitability fit in?

Combined qualitative & quantitative



Formal and informal agreements between 
small food outlets and food and beverage 

distributors: Store owner perspectives 
from four cities 

Joel Gittelsohn, MS, PhD
Professor, Department of International Health

Center for Human Nutrition
Global Obesity Prevention Center

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health



The aims of this study were to:

} Identify types of agreements, formal 
or informal, exist between small 
store owners and food and beverage 
distributors

} Assess how small store 
owners/managers perceive their 
relationships with manufacturers and 
distributors of foods and beverages

} Suggest ways to stock and promote 
a more healthy range of foods given 
these existing agreements



Evidence presented

} 72 In-depth interviews 
with small store owners 
and managers

} Transcribed and 
translated into English (10 
originally in Spanish or 
Korean)



Description of sample (N=72)

Stores
Median (r) 

or % (n) Missing

Cash registers 1 (1-3) 1

Store aisles 3 (0-8) 1

Annual sales 9

< $250,000 33% (21)

>$250,000-<$750,000 35% (22)

>$750,000+ 32% (20)

Non-ethnic store 56% (40) 0

WIC authorized 43% (31) 0

Managers
Median 
(r) or % 

(n)

Missing

Male 90% (65) 0

Age in years 48 (19-74) 1

High school education 68% (49) 0

Years managed store 7 (1-40) 0



Data Analysis
} Coded using Atlas-ti,:  47 codes, developed by the study team 

through an iterative process

} Code categories 
} General characteristics of the interview (site, language)
} Store characteristics (size, clientele)
} Displays, coolers, promotional materials 
} Products (SSBs, ice cream, sweet snacks, etc.)
} Agreements (formal, informal)
} Sales reps, distributors, wholesalers; and Food assistance 

programs)

} Constant comparative method was used to identify key themes

} Emphasis on presenting their viewpoints in context



Types of Agreements
} Most small stores worked with a many distributors and 

suppliers

} Few formal written contracts

} Many informal agreements



Written (formal) contracts
} Common with tobacco 

companies

} Uncommon with food and 
beverage suppliers, with 
exception of Minneapolis

} ..most of them are formal I mean, if you’re gonna sign 
a contract they’ll submit … all right this is our 
requirement – this is what you need to pay, this is how 
often we’re gonna service you, this is how you’re gonna
get compensated, this is how you’re gonna pay us.  So I 
mean it’s all written agreements and it goes on 
annually – for most companies.   …  You can’t – you 
shouldn’t really have 2 different suppliers (for the 
same product type). (Minneapolis/St. Paul)



Informal Agreements

} Common with food and beverage 
distributors and suppliers

} Many small store owners/managers spoke of 
having to make initial arrangements with 
suppliers to get their small store noticed,

} No, ain’t no contract.  They just come in every week 
… how I got them to come – I called umm told ‘em 
that I have a business, and I need somebody to 
come and service me.  And somebody came to 
service me so … that’s how I got started with them. 
(Baltimore)



Types of Informal Agreements: Financial

} Reduced prices on product in exchange for dedicated 
shelf space

} Small incentive payments for meeting sales quotas

} Ability to purchase product on credit

} Free delivery of product

} Provision of free product (especially when introducing 
new product)



Reduced price
} But then for (snack company) we haven’t – it’s just a verbal 

contract, I don’t think – I don’t think it was anything we had to 
sign or anything but, for a certain amount of shelves and a 
certain amount of space, we get a percentage off.  I think it’s 
like 10 percent we get off …. (Minneapolis/St. Paul)



Reduced price for meeting sales goal
} (Snack company) comes every week…yes. Yeah, they give me 

discount if my sales is above certain price, certain amount; 
they give me 2% or 3%. They give me some goal. If I increase 
my sale they give me some discount. … They come over here. 
They have numbers. If you sell $300 every week we’ll give you 
this discount, if you buy 500 a week they give you this. 
(Baltimore)



Incentive payments
} So if that (store) has to sign with that company then they can 

provide us that promotion to us. Like, you have to buy the all 
product from the company so then that company will provide 
you like the end of the year like twenty-five dollars or fifty 
dollars. Like that. (Durham) 



Types of Informal Agreements: Equipment

} Display racks for chips and snack 
cakes

} Refrigerators for sodas and other 
beverages

} Freezers for ice cream

} Usually brand-identified, and required 
to put only or mostly their product



Required display placement
} Sometimes they want umm … you know a little cooler up 

front that has ice or something in it or a little … they’ll give ya
a better deal on certain products if you put a free standing 
cooler, but they want it up front okay – it doesn’t necessarily 
have to be right here, but maybe … they want it in the front 
of the store – they don’t want it in the back corner of the 
store. (San Diego)



Equipment repairs – a threat point
} Well, as a matter of fact I just had a small incident with my 

(Ice Cream) people. They came to our store four years ago 
and, uh, they said we prefer you to sell a $3000 a year quota, 
minimal. This past year we didn’t make that mark. This is the 
first year their cooler broke down, so they conveniently told me 
that since we didn’t meet our quota we’re responsible for the 
repairs of their cooler…yeah go figure that…  (Durham)



Perceptions of their relationships with 
distributors and suppliers

} Mixed

} Longer relationships tended to be more positive

} Some small store owners expressed they were in charge
} They [distributors] can’t control. I have a lot of experience; I know 

how to handle them. …  I put them in their place. They cannot go 
over there.  I (make sure there’s a) fair share for everybody 
(Durham).



Small store owner control

} Storeowners reported if they were 
dissatisfied, they changed suppliers 

} As far the you know there are many 
times you don’t like the vendors, the 
way they treat you, whatever, and you 
don’t feel comfortable, you just stop 
dealing with them. So, you know, mainly 
they’re they wanna stay in business and 
act right.  Or if they don’t act right then 
you just stop dealing with  them or they 
might just to complain to their, you 
know, their super and … complain 
about it, so you know, just yeah most 
times vendors they know they have no 
choice but to keep up with us. 
(Baltimore)



Strategy to maintain control
} A few store owners decided to purchase their own 

displays and equipment. 

} Because all cooler is my cooler. If we have agreement with the 
Coke, they give us cooler. So then they want only product in 
cooler the Coke.  … So I have my own cooler. So that’s why I 
don’t have any agreement with them. … Whatever I put in the 
cooler, Coke or another product, they can’t say me nothing 
because I don’t have any agreement with them. (Minneapolis)



Perception: Increasing disadvantage of small 
stores

} Changed relationships
} They save all that stuff for the bigger grocery stores who can move 

their merchandise a lot quicker. Us little small chain guys, they just 
don’t really look at us much anymore. In fact, a lot of times it 
feels…I can get it from their drivers and sometimes their sales 
people too, that it’s just a hassle to come to our store to get an 
order. They’d rather just work with the bigger guys… (Durham)



Potential strategies for public health 
intervention

} Work with wholesalers and distributors 
to determine kinds of agreements they 
offer to small stores

} Consider other distribution models (e.g., 
small store buying collectives and 
bargaining units)

} Test “counter-incentives.”  What if 
companies providing healthy products 
and/or even public health people just 
“buy out” that space? 



Potential strategies for intervention
} Provide open or reduced 

restriction displays or refrigerators 
to small stores

} Expand staple foods ordinances to 
ensure that wholesalers are 
required to supply those foods at a 
reasonable cost to small stores

} Support stores with 
promotional materials



Summary

} Both formal and informal agreements with 
wholesalers/distributors exist for small stores

} Informal agreements more common than formal, and center 
around different types of financial incentives and equipment for 
the small stores

} Many small store owners feel at a competitive disadvantage 
with wholesalers, as compared to large stores

} Potential public health intervention strategies exist to build 
small store owner control over their stock



Describing and quantifying 
agreements between small 

food stores and food 
distributors by product type

Melissa Laska, PhD, RD

Professor, Epidemiology & Community Health
University of Minnesota School of Public Health



Aims: 
} To describe how product types vary in terms of: 

} Importance in attracting customers to the store
} Perceived profitability via managers and owners
} Stocking practices/frequency by distributors

} To describe how distributor agreements with retailers 
vary by product type in terms of: 
} Format
} Incentives 
} Expectations



Quantitative data: Manager interviews

} “How important are each of the following product types in 
attracting customers to your store?” 
} Responses: Not at all, a little, somewhat, quite, very. 

} How profitable is each product type, “where 0 means that 
you make very little on this product, to 4, which means you 
make the highest profit on this product.” 
} Responses: Very little, lower than average, average, above average, 

best of all products. 



Perceived importance
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22% (n=16) of stores did not stock fresh produce

Laska et al. Food Policy, in press. 



Perceived profitability
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Laska et al. Food Policy, in press. 



Interview guide
} SOURCING: How often does the store receive a visit from the sales reps/distributors/wholesalers of each product 

type? 

} Response options: Weekly or more often, monthly, quarterly, every six months, annually, or never (self-source)

} AGREEMENTS: Do you currently receive any of the following from your reps as part of your agreements to sell 
their products in your store?

} Response options: Displays, Free or discounted products, marketing materials, slotting payments/fees, other

} If reported yes to any, asked if agreement was formal, informal or both

} If reported yes to any, asked what is expected in exchange including price control, location control, employee 
promotion or other

} CONTROL DISPLAYS: Please rate the amount of sales rep/distributor/ wholesaler control over displays and 
shelving units (including coolers).

} Response options: 0 = no control to 4=total control

} If reported any control (1 to 4), asked, what types of displays or shelving units do they control - cash register, 
end-caps, aisle shelf, other

} CONTROL SIGNAGE: Please rate the amount of sales rep/distributor/ wholesaler control over the placement of 
signs, ads, and other promotional materials.

} Response options: 0 = no control to 4=total control

} MANAGER AND STORE DESCRIPTIVE DATA



How often are products are sourced?
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Ayala et al. Public Health Nutrition, 2017. 



Types of agreements, incentives, and expectations 
for carrying these products
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Ayala et al. Public Health Nutrition, 2017. 



Average number of suppliers with which stores had 
agreements
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Laska et al. Food Policy, in press. 



Average number of total
agreements/store (summing all 5 product 

categories):
6.0 ± 0.4; Range: 0 – 13.



Estimated monetary value of incentives 
received

One-time 
Incentives

Median (range)

Recurring
incentives, per 

year
Median (range)

Confectionary $100 ($9-700) $200 ($5-1,200)
Savory snacks $120 ($35-1,000) $360 ($28-10,000)
Sweet snacks $100 ($100-300) --
Sugary 
beverages

$2,000 ($20-10,000) $680 ($80-25,000)

Frozen treats $575 ($200-2,200) $500 ($50-6,000)

Note: cell sizes range from n=6-23Laska et al. Food Policy, in press. 



Types of agreements, incentives, and expectations 
for carrying these products

Ayala et al. Public Health Nutrition, 2017. 

Any type 
of 

incentive 
received Display

Free/disco
unted 

product

Signage
marketing 
material Payments

Savory snack 84% 98% 40% 24% 26%

Sugary 
beverages

88% 86% 63% 53% 12%

Sweet snack 69% 98% 20% 17% 7%

Confectionary 71% 83% 80% 46% 20%

Frozen treats 84% 93% 25% 21% 15%

--Types of incentives received for carrying product--



Types of agreements, incentives, and 
expectations for carrying these products

Ayala et al. Public Health Nutrition, 2017. 

Any type 
of 

incentive 
received

Price 
control

Location 
control

Employee 
promotion Other

Savory snack 84% 57% 52% 9% 16%

Sugary 
beverages

88% 44% 49% 5% 15%

Sweet snack 69% 45% 31% 0% 2%

Confectionary 71% 20% 37% 6% 23%

Frozen treats 84% 19% 26% 0% 19%

--Distributor expectations for incentives received--



Location control: Areas distributors had 
control over displays

Ayala et al. Public Health Nutrition, 2017. 

End caps Shelf aisle Checkout
Free standing 

displays/coolers

Savory snack 74% 64% 17% 43%

Sugary 
beverages

14% 19% 8% 94%

Sweet snack 58% 46% 8% 26%

Confectionary 33% 50% 50% 39%

Frozen treats 8% 11% 19% 81%

Denominator is number of stores with 
distributor agreements and a little-to-total 

control over displays, per management report. 



Summary comparison

Sweet snacks

Receive:
} 68% source weekly
} 62% informal agreements
} 98% displays as incentives

In exchange:
} 45% price control
} 31% location control         

shelf aisle and endcaps

Sugary beverages

Receive:
} 72% source weekly
} 37% informal agreements
} 86% displays as incentives, 63% 

free/discount products, 53% 
marketing materials

In exchange:
} 44% price control
} 49% location control              

coolers and free standing displays



Conclusions
Unhealthy food and beverage distributors…
} Are VERY involved in the sourcing and marketing of 

products

} Maintain formal and/or informal agreements with store 
owners
} Displays are most common incentive
} Location control most common expectation



Implications
} Limiting access to unhealthy foods and beverages will 

require collaboration with distributors

} Policy strategies may be warranted to limit the level of 
control that distributors have over how products are 
sourced and marketed
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Thank you! 

} Questions or comments? 

} Our contact information: 
} Joel Gittelsohn: jgittel1@jhu.edu
} Melissa Laska: mnlaska@umn.edu
} Heather D’Angelo: hdangelo@wisc.edu

mailto:jgittel1@jhu.edu
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